
Museum School Group Tours

Small group museum tours of the Pennsylvania Longrifle Museum
showcasing Henry firearms produced in the Boulton Gun Works
for the American Fur Trade, the War of 1812, and the Civil
War.Small group museum tours of the 1832 J. Joseph Henry
mansion displaying 200 years of Henry family history including
original furniture, musical instruments, clothing, and toys. 18th
century living history demonstrations can be added to your
school's field trip. Options include Dutch Oven Cooking, Longrifle
demonstrations, Blacksmithing demonstrations, Henry Family History Talks.

Topic: Tours of the PA Longrifle Museum and the 1832 J. Joseph Henry
House

Cost: $5 per student, $7 per adult, every 10 students = 1 free adult
Length: Two museum tours 20 minutes each; add on demonstrations available

15 minutes each
Maximum group size: 150
Adult/ Child Ratio: 1:10
Location/address for bus: 402 Henry Road, Nazareth PA
Grade Level/ Ages: 3rd through 12th grades
Accommodations? Handicap accessible portable toilets are provided.
Other information: N/A

Jacobsburg Historical Society
Jacobsburg Historical Society was founded in 1972 to preserve the beauty of the Bushkill Creek
Valley, particularly the Henry's Woods area. They pledged to bring to life the rich history and
culture of the lost industrial community area of Jacobsburg, Filetown, and Boulton. We are still
dedicated, fifty years later, to preserving and presenting the art and industry of making early
American firearms and the character of the individuals and community that created and sustained
that enterprise. We have transformed the historic Henry Homestead into the
internationally-known Pennsylvania Longrifle Museum, opened J. Joseph Henry’s 1832 mansion
as a fascinating house museum for the public, and organized and continues to develop an
important Archive that researchers use to study two hundred years of American history.

Contact: Amy Gular
Phone: 610-759-9029
Email: jacobsburg@rcn.com

Website: www.JacobsburgHistory.com
Physical address: 402 Henry Road, Nazareth PA
Mailing address: PO Box 345 Nazareth PA 18064

mailto:jacobsburg@rcn.com

